INTRODUCTION
The demonstration of the existence of incomparable recursively enumerable degrees (41 resulted in the investigation of the following proposition.
"Can every n-tuple (n > 1) of degrees be effectively represented by n distinct decision problems for a Combinatorial System?"
A result relating to this proposition was first given by Shepherdson [7] who showed that: "For any arbitrary triple of degrees (d, , d,, d3), there exists a Turing Machine whose halting, derivability, and confluence problems are of degrees d, , d,, and d,, respectively." This result has been strengthened to many-one degrees by Overveck [5] . Thus there is a Turing Machine such that the many-one degrees of its halting, derivability, and confluence problems can be chosen independently. Cleave [3] investigated the independence of the degrees of decision problems not by working on computing systems such as Turing Machines, but by examining the System Functions defined by him, which have many properties in common with those arising from Godel numbering various Combinatorial Systems such as Turing Machines and Semi-Thue Systems. Following along the lines of Cleave, the representation of many-one degrees by several decision problems for System functions were considered in [8] . The main aim, however, was to find Combinatorial Systems such that the one-one degrees of some of their decision problems can be chosen independently as one-one reducibility was the strongest reducibility formulated by Post [6] . In Section 3, we shall show the existence of decision problems for System functions which are independent with respect to one-one degrees. The preliminary definitions will be given in Section 2. 373
PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS
The definition of System functions to be given in this section has been obtained from [I] .
Let J N + P,(N), where N is the set of all natural numbers and P,(N) is the set of all finite subsets of N. For XE P,(N), define f(X) = (J {f(x): x E X}. For each x E N, define f"(x) = x, f k+ '(x) =f(fk(x)).
The inverse off, f -I, is defined by
By y is directly derivable by f from x we mean y E f (x). By y is derivable by ffrom x (denoted y E C,x or x E C,-, y) we mean either y = x or y Ef ( 
REPRESENTATION OF ONE-ONE DEGREES
In this section we shall prove the following:
RESULT a. Let We, and We, be infinite recursively enumerable sets, where W,,, is the mth recursively enumerable set in some standard enumeration. Then there is an fE S and n E N such that C[f l(n) E,-, W,, and C[f -'l(n) .Yml We, (where E,-, denotes one-one equivalence).
Result a shows that there is a system function f such that the one-one degrees of its special confluence problem and inverse special confluence problem can be chosen independently. We have considered only two decision problems in Result a. This is because the essential points of our argument can be clearly exhibited by such a consideration. Results similar to Results a can be obtained by considering several other decision problems. For example, given arbitrary infinite recursively enumerable sets W, , W,, and W, there exists a System function f and natural numbers n, n, , and > (a, +n2 but n, or n2 may be equal to n) such that W, E,, M,[f l(n), every infinite recursively enumerable one-one degree can be represented by the halting, general derivability, special derivability, or general confluence problem of a system function. We will now prove the result (a).
Proof of Result a. We first need Result p.
RESULT p. Let W, be an infinite recursively enumerable set and let h be a one-one recursive function with injkite recursive range R. Then W, 8,-, h( W,) V R.
The proof of result (p) can be obtained in [2] . Let t: N x N X (0, 1) -+A;& N, p: N -+ N, q: N -+ N, and r: N + (0, 1) be recursive functions such that for all x, t(p(x), q(x), r(x)) =x for all x1 E N, x2 E N, and
x,E {O, I}, p(t(xI,x2,x3))=x1, q(t(x,,x2,x3))=x2, and r(t(x,,x,,x,))=x,. 
Note that the predicate T is Kleene's T-predicate and that W, = (x: (3~) T(e, x, y)}. The action of g on N x N x {0, 1 } can be represented graphically ( But from the result /3 we have that We, 8,-, h,(W,,)UA, and We, E,-, h,( We*) VA,. Therefore W,,B,-, C[f](O) and We, S,-,C[f-'l(0).
